CASEMENT WINDOW HARDWARE

Although not designed or manufactured by Turnstyle Designs we are able to supply a full range of casement window hardware in our range of finishes or co-ordinating finishes. All casement window products are sourced from long established English manufacturers and where possible are finished by Turnstyle Designs to match our range perfectly. Where it is not possible to finish the product ourselves we will recommend the best co-ordinating finish.

Older style timber casement windows are fitted with traditional ironmongery such as a casement stay and casement fastener as illustrated above. Modern casement windows may be manufactured with an integral friction stay and an espagnolette (multi-point) locking device which is operated by an espagnolette handle.

CASEMENT STAYS

Fitted at the bottom of each opening (modern windows may be fitted with friction stays). Available in various lengths to suit window width, lockable stay pins are available.

CASEMENT FASTENERS

Generally one fastener per opening required (taller windows may require additional fasteners). Mortice and Hook receiver plate available. Lockable fastener options are available.

ESPAGNOLETTE HANDLES

These handles are used on modern casement windows that are supplied with a multipoint or espagnolette locking device. Locking and non-locking handles are available.